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Abstract
Characterization Method for Hardening and Strainrate Sensitivity at Elevated Temperature Based on
Uniaxial Tension and Creep Tests
Hyunki Kim
Department of Materials Science and Engineering
The Graduate School
Seoul National University
The characterization of hardening behavior with deterioration and strain-rate sensitivity
of metals at elevated temperatures is challenging since it poses ambiguity, if only the
simple tension test is utilized, in decoupling the effects of hardening deterioration and
strain-rate sensitivity in the post-uniform deformation range. Therefore, an inverse
characterization method involving not only the simple tension test but also the creep
test was newly developed in this work and the method was applied for an Mg alloy
sheet at elevated temperatures for demonstration purposes. Besides, in order to
investigate the effect of material and process parameters on the creep strain behaviors,
the analytical solutions, assuming the homogeneous deformation under the constant
force and stress conditions, were derived and their parametric study was also
conducted.
Keywords: Mg alloy, Hardening deterioration, Creep, Strain-rate sensitivity,
Inverse characterization method
Student Number: 2008-22842
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1. Introduction
Nowadays, demand to reduce the weight of products is ever increasing in electronic
and transportation industries. In an effort to meet such demand, non-conventional sheet
forming methods such as warm/hot press forming (Norrbottens Järnverk, 1977) have
been developed for ferrous sheets (or plates) as well as light weight nonferrous alloy
sheets (or plates) such as Mg alloy, by remedying its poor formability at room
temperature associated with the limited slip systems of their hexagonal close-packed
(HCP) crystal structures (Chen and Huang, 2003; Doege and Droder, 2001; Lee et al.,
2002). To optimize such forming processes based on numerical analysis, the proper
characterization of mechanical properties is required. However, the characterization
task is challenging since the task should cover the whole range beyond the uniform
deformation limit in the uniaxial tension test and also because the hardening properties
are not only depend on strain but also strain-rate, which induce a non-uniqueness
problem about determining the hardening behavior especially beyond the uniform
deformation limit. For an example, Figure 1 shows the non-unique hardening curves
with constant and strain dependent power law rate sensitivity (assuming that those are
same up to the uniform deformation limit) to match with engineering stress-strain
curves. Therefore, in order to solve such a non-uniqueness problem, more tests should
be required such as the creep test, during which engineering creep strain behaviors
based on those two rate sensitivity laws in Figure 1 might be quite different. The
typical creep strain behavior show three stages schematically plotted in Figure 2.
However, the creep strain behavior in this work might begin at the secondary stage
because pre-strain values (actually beyond the uniform deformation limit) are already
1

too high to overcome the primary (even) unlike typical creep tests.

Nevertheless, a common practice to obtain properties in the post-ultimate tensile
strength range is just to extrapolate properties, including the hardening behavior and
the strain-rate sensitivity, measured only in the pre-ultimate tensile strength range
during the uniaxial tension test. The method is so simple and might be approximately
good enough for properties at room temperature but may not be suitable for those at
warm temperatures with the moderate or high rate sensitivity.

In this work, an indirect method to characterize mechanical properties, simultaneously
covering the hardening behaviors in both pre- and post-ultimate tensile strength ranges
during the uniaxial tension test and the creep strain behaviors during the creep test, was
developed by combining experiments and numerical analysis. Similar inverse methods
simultaneously utilizing experiments with/without digital image correlation (DIC) as
well as numerical analysis can be found in the works by Tong et al. (2005), Chung et al.
(2009), Dunand and Mohr (2010), Chung et al. (2011), Seok et al. (2015) and Noh et al.
(in press). However, their efforts were limited for properties only based on the uniaxial
tension test, while efforts here were further extended to characterize material properties
based on the uniaxial tension test as well as the creep test in the framework of the
multiplicative hardening laws with a softening factor and a three parameters’ strain-rate
sensitivity laws. Even though the method is applicable for hot or warm forming of
ferrous or Al alloy sheets (or plates), the method was applied for the AZ61 alloy plate
with thickness of 3.0mm at 200 C in this work and resulting properties were
compared with respect to four calibration factors: the softening behavior, the strain-rate
sensitivity and the grip velocity and load boundary condition. In addition, for better
2

understanding of the creep strain behavior, analytical solutions for homogeneously
deformed one element model at the simple tension stress mode under two creep
conditions, i.e., constant force and stress conditions, were derived in the power law rate
sensitivity and its parametric study was also conducted.
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Chapter 2. Theory
2.1 Non-associated flow rule
Equation Chapter 2 Section 1
In the framework of the non-associated flow rule (Park and Chung, 2012) with the
isotropic hardening assumption, i.e., the back-stress terms of the kinematic hardening
are ignored for simplicity in this work, the yield criterion is defined as,

F ( ,  )  f (σ )  m ( )  0

(2.1.1)

where f is the m -th order homogeneous anisotropic yield stress function, σ is the
Cauchy stress,  is the size of the yield surface as a function of the accumulative
equivalent plastic strain,  (   d  ) . Based on the normality flow rule, the anisotropic
plastic strain increment is defined as,

dε p  d  pot

g (σ )1/ n
σ

(2.1.2)

where g is the n -th order homogeneous plastic stress potential function, of which
n
the size is determined by  pot , i.e., g (σ )   pot
( pot )  0 where  pot   d  pot , and

d  pot is the conjugate effective quantity of  pot based on the following plastic work

equivalence principle (Chung and Park, 2013; Park and Chung, 2012):

dw  σ:dε p   d    pot d  pot

6

(2.1.3)

Therefore, the ratio of the effective strain quantities is obtained from Eqs. (2.1.1) and
(2.1.3) as following.

d
f (σ )1/ m

d  pot
g (σ )1/ n

(2.1.4)

The constitutive law for hypoelastic-plastic materials, which means the non-linear
relations between the Jaumann (or co-rotational objective) stress-rate, dσ , and the
elastic strain increment, dε e , is defined as,

dσ  CE : dε e  CE : (dε  dε p )

(2.1.5)

where C E and dε p are the fourth order tensor of elastic moduli and the plastic
strain increment, respectively. Note here that C E is generally dependent on the elastic
strain amount but not for the linear elastic constitutive law which is assumed in this
work. Then, applying Eqs. (2.1.2) and (2.1.4), Eq. (2.1.5) becomes,



g (σ)1/n f (σ)1/ m
dσ  CE :  dε 
d 
1/n
σ g (σ)



(2.1.6)

Here, f and g are equivalent in case of the associated flow rule. Then, considering
Eq. (2.1.6), the yield criterion in Eq. (2.1.1) becomes,

7

f

: dσ  m m 1
d
σ

 f (σ )1/ m


 
g (σ )1/ n f (σ )1/ m
 m m 1 
: C E :  dε 
d  
d   0
1/ n
σ
g (σ )

 
 σ


dF 

(2.1.7)

By manipulating Eq. (2.1.7), the effective strain increment becomes,

d 

f (σ )1/ m
g (σ )1/ n

f (σ )1/ m E
: C : dε
σ
f (σ )1/ m E g (σ)1/ n 

:C :
σ
σ


(2.1.8)

and substituting Eq. (2.1.8) into Eq. (2.1.6), the following elasto-plastic tangent
modulus is obtained:

f (σ)1/ m E g (σ)1/ n f (σ )1/ m E
C :

:C
dσ
g (σ)1/ n
σ
σ
E
C 
f (σ )1/ m f (σ)1/ m E g (σ )1/ n 
dε

:C :
σ
σ

g (σ)1/ n

(2.1.9)

Applying the above procedure as similarly done with the yield stress function to the
plastic stress potential, a symmetric elasto-plastic tangent modulus (Park and Chung,
2012) is derived as,

f (σ )1/ m E g (σ )1/ n g (σ )1/ n
C :

: CE
1/ n
dσ
σ
σ
σ
g
(
)


 CE 
dε
f (σ )1/ m g (σ )1/ n
g (σ )1/ n  pot
: CE :

1/ n
g (σ )
σ
σ

8

(2.1.10)

Further details on the derivation of the symmetric tangent modulus for the nonassociated flow rule with the isotropic-kinematic hardening law are referred to the
work by Park and Chung (2012).

9

2.2 Hill1948 yield (or potential) function
Equation Chapter 2 Section 2
For anisotropic properties of materials under full 3D stress modes, the following
quadratic yield function was proposed by Hill (1948):

g(σ) or f (σ)   2  F ( yy   zz )2  G( zz   xx )2  H ( xx   yy )2
 2L yz 2  2M  zx 2  2 N xy 2

(2.2.1)

where F, G, H, L, M and N are anisotropic coefficients and x, y and z are orthogonal
principal anisotropic axes embedded in the material along the rolling, transverse and
thickness directions, respectively. The first derivatives of the Hill 1948 yield function,

 / σ , is derived from Eq. (2.2.1) as following.


1
 [(G  H ) xx  H  yy  G zz ]
 xx 

1
 [ H  xx  ( H  F ) yy  F zz ]
 yy 

1
 [G xx  F yy  (G  F ) zz ]
 zz 

(2.2.2)

N xy 
L yz 
M  zx




,
,
 xy
 yz
 zx




Note that the Hill 1948 yield function and the von Mises isotropic yield function
become identical when F=G=H=0.5 and L=M=N=1.5. Under the plane stress condition,
Eqs. (2.2.1) and (2.2.2) becomes,
10

 2  (G  H ) xx2  2H xx yy  ( H  F ) yy2  2 N xy2

(2.2.3)


1
 [(G  H ) xx  H  yy ]
 xx 

1
 [ H  xx  ( H  F ) yy ]
 yy 

(2.2.4)

N xy



 xy

Above four anisotropic coefficients could be characterized from various combinations
with four different measured data. For example, given the yield stress along the x
direction,  0 , which is considered as a reference stress (i.e., G+H=1) and three Rvalues ( r0 , r90 and r45 , width-to-thickness strain ratio in the uni-axial tension test
along the x, y and 45o directions, respectively), the following relations are obtained:

F

r0
r r 1
r
1
1
, G
, H  0
and N  0 90 (  r45 )
(1  r0 )r90
r90
2
1  r0
1  r0
1  r0

(2.2.5)

And the four anisotropic coefficients are also expressed in terms of four yield stresses
with the same reference stress,  0 :

1

 
1

 
F   1  ( ) 2  ( ) 2  , G  1  ( ) 2  ( ) 2 
2
 90
b 
2
 90
b 
1

 

1 
H  1  ( )2  ( ) 2  , N  2( ) 2  ( ) 2
2
 90
b 
 45
2 b
11

(2.2.6)

where  90 and  45 are the yield stresses along the y and 45o directions,
respectively, while  b is the balanced biaxial yield stress.
Besides, the other relations are derived from three yield stresses (  0 as a reference
stress,  90 and  45 ) and the R-value along the x direction, r0 :

F

r
1
1
 0 , G
2
( 90 /  ) 1  r0
1  r0

r
1  r0
1
4
1


H  0 ,N  [
]
2
2
1  r0
2 ( 45 /  ) ( 90 /  ) 1  r0
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(2.2.7)

2.3 Hardening law with softening factor
Equation Chapter 2 Section 3
For the hardening law with the softening behavior and the strain-rate sensitivity, its
multiplicative decomposition is assumed here as,

  hi ( ) hs ( ) hr ( ,  )

(2.3.1)

with its derivative,

h ( )
h ( ,  )
d hi ( )
(2.3.2)

hs ( ) hr ( ,  )  hi ( ) s
hr ( ,  )  hi ( )hs ( ) r
d



where hi represents monotonously increasing hardening behavior (with/without
convergence when  goes to infinity) and hs represents monotonously decreasing
softening behavior (with convergence), while hr accounts for strain-rate sensitivity,
which is dependent on strain as well as strain-rate, as will be discussed in Section 2.4.

As regards the monotonously increasing hardening behavior, hi , four different types
are considered here. The first type is the Voce type hardening law:

hi ( )  A  B (1  e  p ) and

hi ( )
 Bp e p


(2.3.3)

which has three material parameters A , B and p . This hardening behavior
eventually converges to A  B from its initial value A with its convergence rate

13

controlled by the parameter, p . The second type is the swift type hardening law:

hi ( )  K (   0 ) n and

hi ( )
 Kn(   0 )n 1


(2.3.4)

which has three parameters K ,  0 and n . Here, n is a key parameter, which
determines the hardening rate as well as the ultimate tensile strength (UTS), which is
the uniform deformation limit in the simple tension test by Considère’s criterion (1885).
The third one is the extended version of the Voce type hardening law:

hi ( )  A  B (1  e  p )  C (1  e  q ) and

hi ( )
 Bp e p  Cq e q


(2.3.5)

with newly added two parameters C and q . Its hardening behavior eventually
converges to A  B  C from the initial value of A , with its convergence rate
controlled by p and q . The final one is the additive combination of the Voce and
Swift type hardening laws:

hi ( )  K (   0 ) n  C (1  e  q ) and

hi ( )
 Kn(   0 )n1  Cq e q


(2.3.6)

where the parameters n and q determine the hardening rate.

As for the softening behavior, the following function with three material parameters,

w , s and r , is considered (Seok et al., 2015):
14

hs ( )  w  (1  w) e s

r

(2.3.7)

with its derivative,
r
hs ( )
 wsr e s  r 1


(2.3.8)

Here, the softening behavior eventually converges to w from its initial value 1.0,
while r and s determine the softening rate as demonstrated in Figure 3. Note that,
when the softening law is combined with the four monotonously increasing hardening
laws, only the extended and original Voce type hardening laws have softening which
ultimately converges, thereby suitable for sheet (or plate) metals. The two hardening
laws which involve the Swift hardening law eventually go to infinity after initial
softening; therefore, less suitable for sheet metals, unless their validity ranges are
prescribed.
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F
Figure 3 Softtening behav
vior, hs , for various com
mbination of three
t
parameeters

2.4 Straiin-rate sen
nsitivity llaw
E
Equation Chhapter 2 Secction 4
R
Regarding thhe strain-ratee sensitivity law, the folllowing law with three pparameters is
i
cconsidered:

r (  , )

3
 r1 ( ,  )  r2 ( , )


[( )
hr ( ,  )   1 
 1]


 r2 ( ,  )  0


w
with its first derivative,
d
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(2.4.1
1)

hr hr r1 hr r2 hr r3




r1  r2  r3 
r3 1
hr hr r1 hr r2 hr r3
1  r2 1



 r1r3hr r3
( )
0 0
 r1  r2  r3 

(2.4.2)

and

r3 1
hr r3 r3   r2 
 hr  ( )  1

r1 r2
 0

r3 1
 

hr
1 
 r1r3 hr r3  ( ) r2 1  2 [( ) r2  1] 

r2 0
r2
 0

hr 1
 hr ln( hr )
r3 r3

(2.4.3)

where r1 , r2 and r3 are positive material parameters, which are generally
dependent on both the effective strain and the effective strain rate, while 0 is the
r
reference strain rate; i.e., hr  1.0 when   0 . Here, 1  (r1 / r2 )[( / 0 ) 2  1]

should be positive such that hr is positive for arbitrary r3 , leading to

r

2
  
r2
    1
r1
 0 
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(2.4.4)

r2
  
r
where    0 for arbitrary 2 .


 0

When r3  1.0 with constant r1 and r2 , Eq.(2.4.1) becomes the four well-known
strain-rate sensitivity laws: the linear, power, Cowper-Symonds and Johnson-Cook
laws. Applying that r2  1.0 leads to the linear strain-rate sensitivity law as a
following linear function of  :




hr ( ,  )  1  r1[( )  1] 
0



(2.4.5)

Also, when r1  r2 , Eq. (2.4.1) becomes the power strain-rate sensitivity law,

hr ( ,  )  (

 r
)
0

2

(2.4.6)

Similarly, the following Cowper-Symonds rate sensitivity law is recovered with

2r1  r2 :
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1
 
hr ( ,  )  1  ( ) r2 
2
o 

(2.4.7)

Furthermore, when r2 goes to zero, Eq. (2.4.1) becomes the following JohnsonCook

strain-rate

sensitivity

law

in

the

limit

analysis,

considering

lim(a x  1) / x  ln a :
x 0

 r 


hr ( ,  )  lim 1  1 [( ) r2  1]   1  r1 ln( )

r2 0
0
 r2  0


(2.4.8)

In Figure 4, the four strain-rate sensitivity laws are compared for an example case to
interpolate two points, (log( / 0 ), hr )  (0,1) and (1,1.2) . Since there are only
one parameter for the four laws, those parameters are uniquely decided by the two end
conditions. The power, Cowper-Symonds and Johnson-Cook strain-rate sensitivity
laws are similar each other within the interpolated range, 0  log( / 0 )  1 , while
the difference becomes larger in the extrapolated range. There are minimum effective
strain rate values obtained based on Eq. (2.4.4) for the linear and Johnson-Cook
strain-rate sensitivity laws to prevent a negative or imaginary hr value, while the
power and Cowper-Symonds strain-rate sensitivity laws can be applied without the
constraint of Eq. (2.4.4). Note here that even though constants are usually assumed for
the material parameters especially at room temperature, those parameters may be
19

dependent on the effective strain and the effective strain rate to improve accuracy at
elevated temperatures.

Linear (r1=0.022)
Power (r2= 0.079)
Johnson-Cook (c1=0.200)
Cowper-Symonds (r2=0.146)
r1=1.000, r2=0.165, r3=0.200
r1=1.000, r2=4.149, r3=0.050

1.25
1.20

hr

1.15
1.10
1.05
1.00
0.95
0

1

log(ε / ε0 )

(a)
3.5
Linear (r1=0.022)
Power (r2= 0.079)
Johnson-Cook (c1=0.200)
Cowper-Symonds (r2=0.146)
r1=1.000, r2=0.165, r3=0.200
r1=1.000, r2=4.149, r3=0.050

3.0
2.5

hr

2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
-1.0

-0.5

0.0

0.5

log(ε / ε0 )
20

1.0

1.5

2.0

(b)
Figure 4 The comparison of the four strain-rate sensitivity laws: (a) for interpolation
and (b) with extrapolation

Now, considering the effective strain dependency only in Eq. (2.4.2), i.e.,

dri / d   0 in Eq. (2.4.2), three cases, which is able to cover the four typical strain
rate sensitivity laws, were considered here and their effective strain dependent
parameters were characterized to exactly produce measured effective stress functions at
two specific effective strain rates as following:

 ( ,   0  A )  hi ( )hs ( )   0 ( )   A ( )
 ( ,   B )   B ( )

(2.4.9)

where  A and  B are the measured effective stress functions of the effective strain
at two different specific effective strain rates, A and B , respectively. Here, A is
considered the reference strain rate, 0 , hence,  0   A . The effective stress values
at arbitrary 1 between A and B can be calculated based on the strain-rate
sensitivity law (which defines the hardening curve with respect the effective strain rate
at the specific effective strain; e.g., blue is the linear law and red is the power law) as
schematically shown in Figure 5.
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 A ( )  ( , 1 )  B ( )

 (1 ,  )
1

A


1

B
(a)




 B (1 )
 B ( )

 B (1 )
 ( , 1 )

 A (1 )

 A (1 )

 (1 ,  )

 A ( )
1

B

A 1



(b)



(c)

Figure 5 The interpolated effective stress values based on the strain-rate sensitivity
law, e.g., blue is the linear law and red is the power law: (a) hardening surface for the
linear law, (b) hardening curves with respect to the effective strain and (c) hardening
curves with respect to the effective strain rate

Case I: given constant r1 and r2

Applying Eq (2.4.9) to Eq. (2.4.1) with given constant r1 and r2 , r3 is obtained
as,
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r 
r3 ( )  ln  B  / ln  (1  r1 )  1 ( B ) r2 
r2 A 
A 


(2.4.10)

and dhr / d  in Eq. (2.4.2) becomes,

r
hr 1
 hr ln(hr ) 3
 r3


(2.4.11)



r3
r 
1  B 1  A
(

) / ln  (1  r1 )  1 ( B ) r2 
 B   A 
r2 A 



(2.4.12)

with

Case II: given constant c1 and r3

Similarly, manipulating Eqs. (2.4.9) and (2.4.1) with given constant r3 and

c1 ( r1 / r2 ) , r2 is obtained as,

  B /  A 1/ r3  (1  c1 ) 

r2 ( )  ln 
 / ln( B )
A
c1


and dhr / d  in Eq. (2.4.2) becomes,
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(2.4.13)

hr
 r1r3hr


r3 1
r3

  r2 1 1  r2
 r2
 (  )  2 [(  )  1] 
r2  0
 0
 

(2.4.14)

with

B /A 3
 1  B  B  A 

r2

 2
1/ r3


/

(1

)


c


1
 r3 ln(B / A ) B A
  A   A  
1/ r 1

(2.4.15)

Note that those relations can be applicable for the effective strain dependent power and
Cowper-Symonds strain-rate sensitivity laws when c1  1 and c1  0.5 , respectively.

Case III: given constant r2 and r3

Following the similar procedure with given constant r2 and r3 , r1 is also obtained as,

( B /  A )1/ r3  1
r1 ( )  r2
(B / A )r2  1

(2.4.16)

and dhr / d  in Eq. (2.4.2) becomes,

hr r3
 hr
 r2

r3 1
r3

  r2  r1
 (  )  1
 0
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(2.4.17)

with

r1 r2 ( B /  A )1/ r3 1  1  B  B  A 




 r3 (B / A ) r2  1   A   A2  

(2.4.18)

Note that the above relations can be applied for the effective strain dependent linear
and Johnson-Cook rate sensitivity laws.
In this work, the following rate sensitivity law with r2  1 and arbitrary constant r3 ,
as a subset of Case III, was utilized:

r

3




hr ( ,  )   1  r1 ( )[( )  1] 
0



(2.4.19)

which is able to mathematically cover the linear law in Eq. (2.4.5) with r3  1 and
approximately present other three strain-rate sensitivity laws as shown in Figure 4.
Here, r1 is calculated by piecewise applying r3 ,  A , A ,  B and B with
respect to the effective strain rate. Furthermore, the effective strain dependent linear
and power rate sensitivity laws were adopted for comparison purposes.
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2.5 Analytical solution for creep
Equation Chapter 2 Section 5
Assuming the isotropic Swift type hardening law with the power law rate sensitivity
coupled with a general anisotropic yield function and non- or associated flow rules, i.e.,

  K (   0 ) n ( / 0 ) m

(2.5.1)

two kinds of creep tests after the uniaxial tension test at the simple tension mode are
considered as schematically illustrated in Figure 6: constant stress condition and
constant force condition. Here, as a constant value, m replaces r2 in Eq. (2.4.6)
for a convenience purpose.


 pre

 pre
(a)
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F

Fpre

 pre



(b)
Figure 6 Two kinds of creep tests at the simple tension mode: (a) constant stress
condition and (b) constant force condition

I. Procedure of analytical solution for constant stress condition

As a reference state, stress and strain components,  xx and  xxp , staying at the simple
tension mode during the uniaxial tension test as well as the creep test are described as,

 xx   and  xxp  

(2.5.2)

Even though other stress components are equal to zero, some of other strain
components are not zero such as

 yyp and  zzp depending on the yield function and

flow rule definitions, which is not necessarily considered in this procedure. At the
previous step, the materials (same with the 1-element model) are uniformly deformed
with a constant strain rate,  pre under the simple tension mode up to the effective
strain of  pre , where subscript “pre” represents the final value at the previous step.
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Therefore, the effective stress becomes,

   pre  K ( pre   0 )n ( pre / 0 )m

(2.5.3)

During the creep test, all of the stress quantities even for elasto-plastic materials are
constant with respect to time, thereby ignoring elastic strain components as following:

dσ  C e : dε e  0, d   0  dε e  0, d  xx  d  xxp  d 

(2.5.4)

where superscript “e” and “p” represent “elastic” and “plastic”, respectively. Using Eq.
(2.5.3), the governing equation for solving creep strain behaviors under the constant
stress condition becomes,


 pre  K (   0 )n ( )m
0

(2.5.5)

Applying d    dt with the integral to Eq. (2.5.5) leads to,

t



t pre  0

(

 pre
K

1
m

) 0 dt 



 (  

n
m

0

) d

(2.5.6)

 pre

By solving Eq. (2.5.6) with t pre  0 (adjusting a creep starting time to zero), the
28

analytical solution is obtained:

m

nm nm
 n  m  pre m1 

 
(
)  0t  ( pre   0 ) m    0
K
 m


(2.5.7)

And its rate form is,

 pre

m

nm nm
 n  m  pre m1 

) 0 
(
)  0t  ( pre   0 ) m 
  (
K
K
 m

1
m

Here, if time goes to zero,



1

(2.5.8)

and  becomes  pre and  pre , respectively, while if

time goes to infinity,  goes to zero, as schematically illustrated in Figure 7 (a).

II. Procedure of analytical solution for constant force condition

Similarly, during the creep test under the constant force condition for rigid-plastic
materials, the following relations are obtained:

dF  0, F  Fpre and dε e  0, d  xx  d  xxp  d 

(2.5.9)

Considering the incompressibility condition, the force becomes,

Fpre   A   A0
29

l0
  A0e
l

(2.5.10)

Applying the Swift type hardening law with the power law rate sensitivity, the
governing equation for solving creep strain behaviors under the constant force
condition becomes,

Fpre  K (   0 )n (

 m 
) A0e
0

(2.5.11)

Applying d    dt with the integral to Eq. (2.5.11) leads to,

t



0 (

t pre  0

Fpre
KA0

1



) m dt 



n





(   0 ) m e m d 

(2.5.12)

 pre

By solving Eq. (2.5.12) with the lower incomplete gamma function,

,

the semi-

analytical solution is obtained:

 n  m  Fpre m1  nmm  m0
n  m  pre   0 
  m 
,0 (
) m e t  (
,
)   0
KA0
m
m
 m

1

(2.5.13)

where

s

 (1  a, s )   x a e  x dx
0
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(2.5.14)

Here,  cannot be obtained explicitly due to the lower incomplete gamma function
and



becomes  pre when t  0 . The schematic view of the semi-analytical

solution is shown in Figure 7 (b), which is more suitable for predicting real uniaxial
creep tests considered later.
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 pre

Unkown
Creep

Uniaxial
tension

 pre
t pre

t

(a)



 pre

 pre
t pre

t

(b)
Figure 7 The schematic view of the creep strain behaviors: (a) constant stress
condition and (b) constant force condition
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Chapter 3. Parametric Study for Creep Based on
Analytical Method
In order to investigate the effect of material parameters (; i.e., n and m value in Eq.
(2.5.1)) and process conditions, i.e., the imposed strain rate and the pre-strain amount
before creep,

 pre and  pre , parametric study were conducted based on the

analytical solution previously obtained in Section 2.5. Also, for validation of the
analytical method, the numerical results of the one element model with
ABAQUS/Explicit and Implicit method were compared with that of the analytical
method. As a standard case, consider the Swift type hardening law with the power law
rate sensitivity law (; i.e., K  800MPa ,  0  0.001 , 0  0.001 , n=0.1 , and

m=0.1 in Eq. (2.5.1)), while  pre  0.2 and  pre  0.01 for the process conditions
at the previous step.

3.1 Constant stress condition
The analytical methods of Eqs. (2.5.7) and (2.5.8) for the creep under the constant
stress condition were utilized in this Section.

Rate sensitivity (m-value) effect

As for the rate sensitivity (m-value) effect, three m-values were considered, i.e.,

m=0.05 , m=0.1 and m=0.2 , of which results are shown in Figure 8. As the m33

vvalue increasses, the effecctive strain aand the effecctive strain raate are initial
ally same witth
dually increaase during th
he creep test. Also, the efffective straiin
 pre and  pre
p , but grad
rrate curves for
f all casess under the constant strress conditio
on converge to zero witth
iinitially rapidd decrease, as
a discussed iin Section 2.5.

(a)
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(b)
F
Figure 8 Thee rate sensitiivity (m-valuue) effect on
n (a) the effe
fective strainn and (b) thee
eeffective straain rate underr the constannt stress cond
dition

H
Hardening (nn-value) effecct

5,
A
As for the hardening
h
(n--value) effecct, three n-values were considered,
c
ii.e., n=0.05
nn=0.1 and n=0.2 , of which
w
resultss are shown in Figure 9. As the n-vaalue increases,
tthe effective strain and the effectivee strain rate gradually decrease
d
withh time of th
he
ccreep elapsedd, while therre is no effeect on the in
nitial values. Therefore, tthe hardenin
ng
aand the rate sensitivity,
s
both are impoortant for acccurate prediction of the cr
creep behavio
or
uunder the connstant stress condition.
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(a)

(b)
F
Figure 9 Thee hardening (n-value) effeect on (a) thee effective strrain and (b) the effectivee
sstrain rate unnder the constant stress coondition
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IImposed straain rate effectt
A
As for the Im
mposed strain
n rate effect at the previo
ous step, threee  pre werre considered
d,

0.005 ,  pre  0.01 andd  pre  0.0
02 , of whicch results aare shown in
ii.e.,  pre  0
i
F
Figure 10. Innitially, the effective
e
straain is same for
f all cases while the efffective straiin
rrate is as diff
fferent as the amount of tthe imposed strain rate at
a the previouus step. Also
o,
aas the  pre increases, th
he effective strain and th
he effective strain rate iincrease, witth
m
more rapid decreasing ratte in Figure 110 (b).

(a)
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(b)
F
Figure 10 The
T imposed
d strain rate effect at th
he previous step (  pre ) on (a) thee
eeffective straain and (b) th
he effective sttrain rate und
der the consttant stress coondition

P
Pre-strain eff
ffect
A
As for the pre-strain
p
efffect, three  pre were considered,
c
i.e.,  pre =0..1 ,  pre =0.2
2
aand  pre =0.3 , of which
h results are shown in Fiigure 11. Iniitially, the efffective straiin
rrate is same for all casess while the eeffective straiin is as diffeerent as the aamount of th
he
ppre-strain at the previou
us step. Alsoo, as  pre in
ncreases, thee effective sstrain and th
he
eeffective straain rate increease during thhe creep. Th
herefore, both
h process paarameters, i.ee.,
efully controolled for thee creep test under the cconstant forcce
 pre and  pre
p , are care
ccondition.
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(a)

(b)
F
Figure 11 Thhe pre-strain effect at thee previous sttep (  pre ) on
n (a) the efffective strain
n
aand (b) the efffective strain rate under the constantt stress condiition
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Validation of the analytical method compared with ABAQUS simulation

The one element model (intrinsically developing homogeneous deformation) with an 8
node linear solid element with reduced integration (C3D8R) with each length of 1mm,
was utilized for ABAQUS simulation as shown in Figure 12. All parameters were same
with the standard case for comparison of the analytical method, and density, elastic
modulus and poisson’s ratio were additionally defined to 7.8 g/cm 3 , 200 GPa and 0.3,
respectively and von-Mises yield function was considered for simplification because
the yield function has not an effect on the creep behavior especially under the simple
tension mode, considered as a reference state. As for the boundary conditions, u x  0
at the surface normal to the negative x-direction, u y  0 at the surface normal to the
negative y-direction and u z  0 at the surface normal to the negative z-direction.
Also, during the simple tension test at the previous step, u x  u (t ) at the surface
normal to the positive x-direction, where u is a function of time to comply with

 pre  0.01 , while during the creep tests, the traction boundary condition was
prescribed as t x   pre at the surface normal to the positive x-direction. Note here
that both tests maintain the simple tension mode. Figure 13 shows the compared results
between the analytical method and ABAQUS simulation, ABAQUS/Explicit (with the
built-in tabular form for the rate sensitivity and the mass scaling factor of 1.0E6) and
ABAQUS/Implicit methods (with the built-in tabular form as well as the usersubroutine for the rate sensitivity). The analytical results are well matched with the
simulated results, except for the case of ABAQUS/Implicit with the built-in tabular
form, in which because the effective stresses are linearly interpolated by Eq. (2.4.5), as
shown in Figure 14. To further investigate the effect of the mass scaling factor in the
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eexplicit simuulation, the reesults with thhe mass scalling factor off 1.0E10 andd 1.0E14 werre
m
more added as shown in
n Figure 15. There was no
n differencee unless the mass scalin
ng
ffactor is largeer than 1E10
0.

F
Figure 12 Thhe one elemeent model forr ABAQUS simulation: for the statioonary simplee
ttension modee, orange po
oints and pink
nk arrows rep
present fixed
d displacemeent boundary
y
cconditions annd surface traaction bounddary conditio
ons, respectiv
vely.
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(a)

(b)
F
Figure 13 Thhe compared
d results witth the analyttical method
d and ABAQ
QUS/Explicitt
aand Implicit method und
der the consttant stress co
ondition: (a)) effective sttrain and (b))
eeffective straain rate
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F
Figure 14 Thhe interpolateed effective sstress curvess between giv
ven  A andd  B at thee

01/ s and B  0.001/ s dependingg on the ratee
ttwo effectivee strain rates, A  0.00
ssensitivity law
w: linear, po
ower and buillt-in function
ns of ABAQUS/Explicit and Implicitt
m
methods
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(a)

(b)
ABAQUS/E
F
Figure 15 Thhe mass scaling effect of A
Explicit method on (a) efffective strain
n
aand (b) effecttive strain raate under the constant streess condition
n
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3.2 Constant force condition
The analytical method of Eq. (2.5.13) for the creep under the constant force condition,
which is more similar with real uniaxial creep tests than the constant stress condition,
were utilized in this Section, conducting the same parametric study with that of Section
3.1.

Rate sensitivity (m-value) effect

As for the rate sensitivity (m-value) effect, three m-values were considered here, i.e.,

m=0.05 , m=0.1 and m=0.2 , of which results are shown in Figure 16. As the mvalue increases, the effective strain and the effective strain rate are initially same with

 pre and  pre , but increase more rapidly after the creep tests begin. And each
effective strain rate curve is ever increasing with initially steady strain rate, therefore,
effective strain curves show the similar behavior with secondary and tertiary stages in
Figure 2.
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(a)

(b)
F
Figure 16 Thhe rate sensitivity (m-vallue) effect on
o (a) the efffective strainn and (b) thee
eeffective straain rate underr the constannt force condition
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H
Hardening (nn-value) effecct

5,
A
As for the hardening
h
(n--value) effecct, three n-values were considered,
c
ii.e., n=0.05
nn=0.1 and n=0.2 , of which
w
resultss are shown in Figure 17
7. By contrasst with the mm
vvalue effect, as the n-vallue decrease s, the effectiive strain an
nd the effectiive strain ratte
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y,
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diction of thee creep behavvior under th
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cconstant forcce condition.

(a)
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(b)
F
Figure 17 The
T hardenin
ng (n-value) effect on (a)
( the effecctive strain and (b) thee
eeffective straain rate underr the constannt force condition

IImposed straain rate effectt
A
As for the Im
mposed strain
n rate effect at the previo
ous step, threee  pre werre considered
d,

0.005 ,  pre  0.01 andd  pre  0.0
02 , of whicch results aare shown in
ii.e.,  pre  0
i
F
Figure 18. Innitially, the effective
e
straain is same for
f all cases while the efffective straiin
rrate is differrent, but righ
ht after the creep test begin,
b
the laarger  pre , tthe less rapiid
eeffective straain and the efffective strainn rate increase.
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(a)

(b)
F
Figure 18 The
T imposed
d strain rate effect at th
he previous step (  pre ) on (a) thee
eeffective straain and (b) th
he effective sttrain rate und
der the consttant force conndition
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P
Pre-strain eff
ffect
A
As for the pre-strain
p
efffect, three  pre were considered,
c
i.e.,  pre =0..1 ,  pre =0.2
2
aand  pre =0.3 , of which
h results are shown in Fiigure 19. Iniitially, the efffective straiin
rrate is same for
f all cases while the efffective strain
n is differentt, but as soonn as the creeep
ttests are starrted, as  pree increases, the effectiv
ve strain and
d the effectivve strain ratte
m
more rapidlyy increase. Therefore, both processs parameterrs, i.e.,  prre and  pree ,
sshould be carrefully contro
olled during the creep tesst under the constant
c
forcce condition..

(a)
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(b)
F
Figure 19 Thhe pre-strain effect at thee previous step (  pre ) on
n (a) the efffective strain
n
aand (b) the efffective strain rate under the constantt force condittion

V
Validation off the analyticcal method coompared with
h ABAQUS simulation
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tthe creep tessts, the traction boundaary condition
n was re-deffined as t x  t (t ) at th
he
ssurface norm
mal to the positive x-direection, wheree t is a fun
nction of tim
me to maintaiin
tthe constant force condiition. Note hhere that materials of both
b
tests we
were deformeed
uunder the sim
mple tension
n mode. Thee creep behaviors based on the analyytical metho
od
ccomply withh those based on ABAQ
QUS/Explicit and Impliccit methods as shown in
i
F
Figure 20. However,
H
onlly ABAQUS
S/Implicit with
w the builtt-in tabular fform was no
ot
aagreed becauuse the buillt-in tabular forms in ABAQUS/Im
A
mplicit utilizee the linearlly
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interpolated function, as discussed in Section 3.1. As for the mass scaling effect in
ABAQUS/Explicit, the mass scaling factor of 1.0E10 and 1.0E14 were additionally
considered, of which results are shown in Figure 21. There was no difference unless
the mass scaling factor is larger than 1E10.
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(a)

(b)
F
Figure 20 Thhe compared
d results witth the analyttical method
d and ABAQ
QUS/Explicitt
aand Implicit method und
der the consttant force co
ondition: (a) effective sttrain and (b))
eeffective straain rate
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(a)

(b)
ABAQUS/E
F
Figure 21 Thhe mass scaling effect of A
Explicit method on (a) efffective strain
n
aand (b) effecttive strain raate under the constant forrce condition
n
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Chapter 4. Basic Material Characterization
The AZ61 Mg alloy plate with the thickness of 3.0mm, provided by POSCO, was
considered here.

4.1 Uniaxial tension tests
Equation Chapter 4 Section 1
For the uniaxial tension (and creep) test at warm temperatures, a specimen was newly
designed as shown in Figure 22 (c) based on the following principles: firstly, the width
of the specimen should be large enough not only to attach the strain gauge with the
length of 15mm for measuring the width strain but also to increase load values for
reducing the inaccurate load vibration during the tests, which is more critically
important for the creep test, and secondly, the length of the specimen should be smaller
than that of ASTM E 8M in Figure 22 (a) to achieve isothermal conditions more easily
as well as not to travel beyond a cross head displacement limit by considerably large
deformation of materials especially at warm temperatures, confirming that the uniform
deformation remains within the gauge length of the attached extensometer up to UTS
(ultimate tensile strength) as shown in Figure 23. Considering those principles, the subsize specimen previously developed by Seok et al. (2015) have too small width, while
ASTM E 8M have slightly long length and small width. Therefore, the new specimen
in Figure 22 (c) was utilized in this work.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
F
Figure 22 Thhe specimenss for the uniiaxial tension
n test and the uniaxial crreep test: (a))
A
ASTM E 8M
M, (b) previious specimeen (Seok et al., 2015) and
a (c) new
wly designed
d
sspecimen

F
Figure 23 Thhe simulatio
on result forr the effectiv
ve strain distribution at the uniform
m
ddeformation limit (applyiing the materrial propertiees used in Section 3.1)
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IIn order to take into acccount anisotrropic and strrain-rate sensitive properrties, uniaxiaal
ttension tests were conduccted along thhree direction
ns (the rolling direction, tthe transversse
ddirection andd in-between
n 45 degree ddirection: RD
D, TD and 45
5D) with thrree cross heaad
sspeeds of 0.05, 0.5 and 5.0 mm/s. Ignoring thee rate depen
ndency of thhe anisotropiic
pproperties, thhe tensile tessts along the 45D and TD
D were perfo
ormed only w
with the crosss
hhead speeds of
o 0.05mm/ss, as a referennce speed, att which the plastic
p
strain rate turns ou
ut
tto be 0.001/ss~0.00104/s up to UTS aas shown in Figure 30. All
A tests werre carried ou
ut
tthree times foor duplicatio
on utilizing thhe universal tensile testin
ng machine ((Instron 8801
1)
eequipped witth the furnace, the fan, thhe thermocou
uple and the extensometeer as shown in
i
F
Figure 24. During
D
the tessts, the speciimen heated
d inside the furnace
f
was m
maintained at
a
tthe target tem
mperature off 200 C wiithin the marrgin of 2 C which wass measured by
b
tthe thermocoouple attached at the centter of the speecimen.

F
Figure 24 Thhe universall tensile testting machinee (Instron 8801) equippped with thee
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furnace, the fan, the thermocouple and the extensometer
Engineering stress-strain curves and plastic strain curves to account for the anisotropic
properties were plotted in Figure 25. Note that the tests were finished at the
engineering strain of 0.5, which is the measurement limit of the warm temperature
extensometer. In Figure 25 (b), the R-values (the plastic strain ratio, width-to-thickness
strain increment ratio in simple tension) were calculated using the incompressibility
condition as following:

R

d  22p
d  22p


d  33p
d  11p  d  22p

(4.1.1)

where 1, 2 and 3 are the longitudinal, width and thickness directions of the specimen,
respectively. The measured engineering strain- stress curves for the strain-rate sensitive
properties were plotted in Figure 26. The average mechanical properties of AZ61 are
summarized in Table 1.
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(a)

(b)
F
Figure 25 Thhe engineeriing stress-strrain curves (a) and the plastic strain
in (thicknesss
sstrain versuss width strain
n) curves (bb) for anisotrropic properrties (0.05mm
m/s and 200
0

C )
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F
Figure 26 Thhe engineerin
ng stress-straain curves fo
or the strain--rate sensitivvity (RD and
d
2200 C )
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Table 1 Measured mechanical properties at the temperature of 200 C
Young’s
Speed
Dir.

YS

UTS

(Mpa)

(Mpa)

Elongation (%)

modulus
(mm/s)

R-value

(Gpa)

Yielding

Uniform

RD

0.05

30.1

95.2

118.5

0.3159

5.9846

0.8197

45D

0.05

25.9

87.9

110.0

0.3451

6.2308

0.8873

TD

0.05

28.8

88.2

109.8

0.3082

5.8509

0.7101

RD

0.5

27.3

106.0

151.9

0.3934

7.7284

-

RD

5.0

28.9

126.2

183.9

0.4408

8.7054

-

(All values except for R-value are average engineering values over three measurements)

4.2 Hill1948 yield and potential functions
For the non-associated flow rule, the Hill1948 yield and potential functions under the
plane stress condition were characterized based on three yield stresses (using an
average between the initial and ultimate yield stresses) and three R-values measured
along RD, TD and 45D. The four anisotropic coefficients of the Hill1948 yield
function were calculated using the three yield stresses and the R-value along RD
through Eq. (2.2.7) for accurate predictions of anisotropic yielding properties. On the
other hand, those of the Hill1948 potential function were calculated using the yield
stress along RD and the three R-value through Eq. (2.2.5) for accurate predictions of
anisotropic plastic strain ratios. The resulting anisotropic coefficients (assuming that
remaining parameters are identical to those of the von-Mises yield function, i.e.,
L=M=1.5) are listed in Table 2. The Hill1948 yield and potential functions are
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ccompared wiith experimeents for theirr contours, R-values
R
and normalized yield stressees
iin Figure 27,, confirming
g that the Hilll1948 yield function reaasonably welll predicts th
he
nnormalized yield stressees with minnor discrepaancy in thee R-values, whereas th
he
H
Hill1948 potential functio
on is reverseed.

T
Table 2 Anisootropic coeffficients of Hiill1948 functtions
F

G

H

L*

M*

N

0..7168

0.5495
0

00.4505

1.5000

1.5000

1.6924

P
Potential 0..6344

0.5495
0

00.4505

1.5000

1.5000

1.6424

Y
Yield

((*assumed vallues)

(a)
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(b)

(c)
F
Figure 27 Coomparison of the Hill19448 yield and
d potential fu
unctions: (a) the contour,,
((b) normalizeed yield stresss and (c) R--value
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4.3 Hardening behavior (up to uniform deformation limit)
Equation Chapter 4 Section 3
As long as materials within the gauge length are uniformly deformed with an
approximately constant true strain rate, a hardening behavior, as a material property,
can be directly calculated from measured data through the common relationships
between the engineering and true quantities; i.e.,  true   eng / (1   eng )

and

 true  ln(1   eng ) . However, in a real sense, inhomogeneous deformation occurs after
the ultimate tensile strength and the true strain rate is not constant (but rather
increasing) even before the uniform deformation limit. Therefore, numerical analysis
plays a key role in accurately characterizing the hardening behavior as well as its rate
sensitivity (to be discussed in Section 5). Here, assuming the constant true strain rate
(to be confirmed in Section 4.4) with the isotropic hardening, the hardening behavior
up to UTS were fitted to the four hardening laws: Voce, Swift, extended Voce and
combined Voce-Swift (defined in Section 2.3). The resulting material parameters for
those hardening laws are listed in Table 3 and the root mean square errors for fitting are
shown in Figure 28. The error is defined as,

error 

where 



(   fit ) 2

 fit

 100 (%)

(4.3.1)

and  fit are measured and fitted hardening data, respectively. The

extended Voce and combined Voce-Swift type hardening laws show minimal errors for
all cases because of 2 more flexible parameters to calibrate. As for the 3 parameter’s
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hardening laws, the Voce type hardening law is more accurately fitted than the Swift
type hardening at the lowest speed, 0.05mm/s, but not at the higher speeds, 0.5 and 5.0
mm/s
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Table 3 Material parameters of the hardening laws (200 C and RD)
Voce type hardening law
Speed (mm/s)

A (MPa)

B (MPa)

p

-

-

0.05

97.7216

26.7719

69.1923

-

-

0.5

114.3730

47.9906

60.6112

-

-

5.0

135.1292

64.5601

46.5197

-

-

Swift type hardening law
Speed (mm/s)

K (MPa)

0

n

-

-

0.05

155.6019

0.0012

0.0740

-

-

0.5

212.4549

0.0005

0.0947

-

-

5.0

269.0467

0.0011

0.1129

-

-

Extended Voce type hardening law
Speed (mm/s)

A (MPa)

B (MPa)

p

C (MPa)

q

0.05

96.2570

18.9922

20.9535

15.7508

138.6933

0.5

108.1563

24.4813

211.1255

37.3624

26.4602

5.0

128.7905

26.1011

169.4021

54.1085

23.8823

Combined type hardening law
Speed (mm/s)

K (MPa)

0

n

C (MPa)

q

0.05

141.3932

0.0228

0.1016

16.0380

131.5893

0.5

192.6477

0.0010

0.0859

10.7282

110.4099

5.0

232.1238

0.0014

0.0922

16.9292

57.9614
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F
Figure 28 Coomparison off root mean ssquare errors for the fitted
d hardening llaws

44.4 Strain
n-rate and
d its sensittivity
A
At first, the engineering
g strain rate was calculaated from th
he time deriivative of th
he
m
measured enngineering strrain at 0.05,, 0.5 and 5.0
0 mm/s in a whole rangee until failurre
ooccurs, as plootted in Figu
ure 29. The eengineering strain
s
rate is ever increasiing linearly at
a
aall cross head speeds witth different sslopes, which has a majo
or effect on the creep test
aafter the uniaaxial tension test as discuussed in Secttion 3.2. Therefore, the av
average valuees
oof these resuults were uttilized for ccalibrating grip
g
velocity
y boundary conditions in
i
nnumerical annalysis. Also
o, the plasticc strain and its rate werre directly oobtained from
m
m
measured enggineering daata up to UT
TS at 0.05, 0..5 and 5.0 mm/s,
m
which coincide witth
tthe plastic strrain rates of approximateely 0.001, 0.0
01 and 0.1/s,, respectivelyy, as shown in
i
F
Figure 30. Rather,
R
the plastic strain rrate is increaasing form th
he start to UT
TS due to th
he
eeffect of the increasing engineering
e
sstrain rate, e.g.,
e
from 0.0
001/s to 0.000104/s at 0.0
05
67

m
mm/s, from 0.01/s
0
to 0.0106/s at 0. 5 mm/s and from
f
0.1/s to 0.11/s at 5.00 mm/s. Heree,
tthe plastic sttrain rate at UTS, i.e., 00.00104, 0.01
106 and 0.11
1/s, was connsidered as an
a
eeffective straain rate of each
e
hardeniing behaviorr for more accurate
a
preddiction of th
he
U
UTS point itsself and/or beyond it.

(a)
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(b)

(c)
F
Figure 29 Thhe measured engineeringg strain rate versus engin
neering strainn at (a) 0.05,,
((b) 0.5 and (cc) 5.0 mm/s
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F
Figure 30 Thhe plastic straain rate corrresponding to
o each cross head speed with respectt
tto the plastic strain up to the UTS poiint`
IIn order to quantitatively
q
y investigate the strain raate sensitivity
y, The m-vallue (here, m
rreplaces r2 in Eq. (2.4.6)) for the ppower law raate sensitivity
y was expliccitly evaluateed
uup to the UT
TS point utillizing Eqs. ((2.4.13) with
h r1  r2  1 as plotted in Figure 31
1.
T
The m-valuee of AZ61 (w
with the averrage value of 0.926) is dependent
d
onn not only th
he
pplastic strainn but also the plastic straain rate even
n before the UTS point (; i.e., as th
he
pplastic strain increases an
nd its rate deccreases, the m-value
m
beco
omes higher)).
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F
Figure 31 Thhe m-value for
f the poweer law rate sensitivity
s
with respect too the plasticc
sstrain up to thhe UTS poin
nt

44.5 Uniaxxial creep tests
T
The uniaxial creep tests by
b undergoinng approximaately constan
nt forces afteer the uniaxiaal
ttension tests at 0.05, 0.5
5 and 5.0mm
m/s achieve different
d
eng
gineering strrains of everry
00.05 from 0.15 to 0.3 (orr from 0.1 too 0.25), werre conducted with the neewly designeed
sspecimen in Figure 22 (cc), which wass well mainttained at the target tempeerature of 20
00
t margin of 2 C . Figuures 32, 33 and 34 show the measuredd engineerin
ng
C within the
sstress-strain curves and engineeringg strain-timee curves at 0.05, 0.5 annd 5.0 mm/s,
rrespectively. Note here th
hat as the crooss head speeed becomes faster, the looad controlleer
ccannot responnd fast enou
ugh to keep thhe constant force
f
conditiion even if PPID values arre
aadjusted, connsequently, the
t engineerring stress (or force) vaalue decreasees during th
he
ccreep test esppecially at th
he highest speeed, 5.0mm/s as shown in
n Figure 34 ((a).
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(a)

(b)
F
Figure 32 Thhe measured
d creep resultts after the uniaxial
u
tenssion test at 00.05mm/s: (aa)
eengineering stress-strain
s
curves and (bb) engineerin
ng strain-tim
me curves
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(a)

(b)
F
Figure 33 Thhe measured
d creep resullts after the uniaxial ten
nsion test at 0.5mm/s: (aa)
eengineering stress-strain
s
curves and (bb) engineerin
ng strain-tim
me curves
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(a)

(b)
F
Figure 34 Thhe measured
d creep resullts after the uniaxial ten
nsion test at 5.0mm/s: (aa)
eengineering stress-strain
s
curves and (bb) engineerin
ng strain-tim
me curves
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Chapter 5. Inverse Characterization Method
In a common practical sense, the hardening behavior is directly obtained from the
measured engineering data, assuming the constant effective strain rate and
homogeneous deformation up to UTS and then the obtained hardening data are fitted to
the hardening law with the rate sensitivity, which is usually applied even beyond UTS
in numerical simulations. However, the hardening law based on this basic
characterization method could not provide real material properties especially beyond
UTS, causing inaccurate predictions in a numerical analysis. Therefore, the
(numerically calibrated) inverse characterization method covering a whole range of
deformation should be needed especially in hot/warm forming processes, where the
hardening behavior beyond UTS becomes more dominant. Based on the inverse
characterization method, because materials not uniformly deform at a constant strain
rate beyond UTS, the rate sensitive hardening behaviors were inversely calibrated
through a numerical approach, also calibrating grip velocity boundary conditions
during the uniaxial tension test and load boundary conditions during the creep test.
Figure 35 shows further detailed procedures about the inverse characterization method.
In the previous inverse calibration method, the calibrated hardening behavior with the
strain-rate sensitivity to only account for the measured engineering stress-strain curves
during the uniaxial tension tests is not unique as discussed in Introduction, therefore
the test such as the uniaxial creep test are additionally utilized to avoid that nonuniqueness problem. Also, as pointed out in Section 3, because engineering strain rate
during the uniaxial tension test as well as load history during the creep test have a
significant effect on the calibrated hardening behavior with the strain rate sensitivity,
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therefore, both are considered in the inverse characterization method.

At first, through numerical simulations during the uniaxial tension test, the hardening
data and grip velocity boundary conditions at all cross head speeds (0.05, 0.5 and
5.0mm/s) were iteratively calibrated until the simulated results comply with whole
experiments simultaneously in terms of engineering stress-strain curves and
engineering strain rate-strain curves, e.g., as shown in Figures 36 (b) and 37. Here, the
first trial parameters, directly obtained from the measured data, i.e. the basic material
characterization in Section 4, were utilized. Then, through numerical simulations
during the uniaxial creep test, load boundary conditions were also iteratively calibrated
until the simulated results comply with experiments in terms of engineering stressstrain curves, e.g., as shown in Figure 39 (a). When all curves were well matched
except for engineering strain-time curves during the uniaxial creep tests, the assumed
strain-rate sensitivity was adjusted by manipulating the parameters of the strain-rate
sensitivity law or altering the strain-rate sensitivity law itself. The whole calibrated
procedures were conducted all over again with the modified strain-rate sensitivity law
until the simulated results coincide with all of the measured data.

For the numerical simulation of the uniaxial tension and creep tests in this Section,
ABAQUS/Explicit commercial code, as a finite element method, was utilized with the
3D 8-node linear solid element with reduced integration (C3D8R). The element size
within the 25mm gauge length was 0.6 mⅹ0.6 mmⅹ0.6 mm with 5 layers through the
thickness. In a framework of the elasto-viscoplastic constitutive law, the rate
insensitive linear isotropic elasticity with the measured Young’s modulus of 30.1GPa
as listed in Table 1 and the assumed Poisson’s ratio of 0.35 (Properties, 1990) was
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assumed. For the anisotropic visco-plastic behavior, the Hill1948 yield and potential
functions based on the non-associated flow were utilized, considering the extended
Voce type isotropic hardening law multiplied by the softening and the rate sensitivity
functions. Note here that the parameters of both Hill1948 functions were treated as
constants as listed in Table 2, while as for the hardening parameters, piecewise
constants with respect to the effective strain rate were assumed (; i.e.,,  A and  B
in Eq. (2.4.9), needed for calculating parameters such as r1 in Eqs. (2.4.19) and
(2.4.5) and r2 in Eq. (2.4.6), were differently utilized according to the defined
effective strain range as listed in Table 5. In addition, r3 in Eq. (2.4.19) was
considered as a piecewise constant with respect to the effective strain rate as listed in
Table 6, covering three ranges, i.e., 0.00104/s    0.0106/s, 0.0106/s    0.11/s
and   0.11/s).

In order to separately investigate the effect of the calibration factors (; i.e., the
hardening, the grip velocity and load boundary conditons and the rate sensitivity), six
Cases were considered here as listed in Table 4. As for Case VI, all calibrations with
the strain-rate sensitivity law with piecewise constant r3 in Eq. (2.4.19) were
conducted. The resulting parameters for the softening and strain-rate sensitivity part of
the hardening law are listed in Tables 5 and 6, respectively. The different hardening law,
i.e., extrapolated hardening law in Eq. (2.3.5), with the same rate sensitivity laws as
listed in Table 6 was applied to Case I without any creep simulations. The calibration
procedures were performed under the constant grip velocity and load boundary
condition for Case II and III, respectively. Also, the linear and power law rate
sensitivity were considered for Case IV and V, respectively. The calibrated parameters
for the softening function for each Case are listed in Table 5. The simulation results of
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Case I and VI show the hardening calibration effect and those of Case II, III and VI
also demonstrate the grip velocity and load boundary condition calibration effect, while
comparison of Case IV, V and VI represent the rate sensitivity calibration effect.
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Figure 35 Flow chart of the inverse characterization method
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Table 4 The description of Cases for the various calibration effects (here, extrapolated
hardening based on Eq. (2.3.5) and calibrated hardening based on Eq. (2.3.5)
coupled with Eq. (2.3.7))
Hardening

Grip velocity

Load

Rate sensitivity

Case I

Extrapolated

Calibrated

-

Same with Case VI

Case II

Calibrated

Constant

Calibrated

Same with Case VI

Case III

Calibrated

Calibrated

Constant

Same with Case VI

Case IV

Calibrated

Calibrated

Calibrated

Linear

Case V

Calibrated

Calibrated

Calibrated

Power

Case VI

Calibrated

Calibrated

Calibrated

New model*

(*Eq. (2.4.19) with the piecewise constant r3 )
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Table 5 The calibrated material parameters for the softening function, Eq. (2.3.7)
Rate (/s)

w

s

r

0.00104

0.7634

48.1361

3.4829

0.0106

0.8706

2291.0

7.1193

0.11

0.8134

210.4025

4.4313

0.00104

0.7984

21.564

2.7945

0.0106

0.9548

18857.0

7.1524

0.11

0.8899

1926.4

5.7406

0.00104

0.7464

21.564

2.7945

0.0106

0.8606

91.933

4.0522

0.11

0.7674

99.8247

4.0193

Case VI

0.00104

0.7384

21.564

2.7945

(Case III)

0.0106

0.8484

80.332

3.9025

0.11

0.8094

24.528

2.7032

Case II

Case IV

Case V

Table 6 The calibrated material parameters for the rate sensitivity law, Eq. (2.4.19)
with the piecewise constant r3
Rate (/s)

r3

Case VI

0.00104    0.0106

0.17

(Case II and Case III)

0.0106    0.11

0.06

0.11  

0.05
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5.1 Hardening calibration effect
As for the hardening calibration effect, Case I and VI were compared as shown in
Figure 36. The extended Voce type hardening law was utilized for Case I, while that
multiplied with the softening function was for Case VI with the same rate sensitivity. In
an addition, the grip velocity boundary conditions during the uniaxial tension tests
were iteratively calibrated for each Case at all cross head speeds as shown in Figure 37.
The hardening curves in Figure 36 (a) show the calibrated softening amount
(increasing to certain values related to the w values in Eq. (2.3.7)) to match with the
uniaxial tension experiments in terms of the engineering stress-strain curves, which
initially increase to UTS and then decrease to fail (; i.e., the softening behavior) as
shown in Figure 36 (b). The creep tests were not performed for Case I.
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(a)

(b)
F
Figure 36 Thhe hardening
g calibration effect (Case I and VI) du
uring the tennsion tests att
00.05, 0.5 andd 5.0 mm/s: (a) hardeniing curves and
a (b) engin
neering straiin rate-strain
n
ccurves
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(a)

(b)
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(c)
F
Figure 37 Thhe calibrated grip velocityy based on extrapolated
e
and
a calibrateed hardening
g
llaws (Case I and VI) duriing the tensioon tests at (a) 0.05, (b) 0.5 and (c) 5.00 mm/s

55.2 Grip velocity
v
ca
alibration
n effect
A
As for the caalibration effe
fect of the griip velocity boundary
b
con
ndition during
ng the uniaxiaal
ttension test, Case
C
II and VI
V were com
mpared as shown in Figurres 39, 40 annd 41. Case II
I
w
was simulateed under thee constant grrip velocity boundary
b
co
onditions of 0.05, 0.5 an
nd
55.0 mm/s, assuming that the grip veloocities are saame with the cross head sspeeds durin
ng
tthe uniaxial tension
t
testss (even thouggh, not in a real
r sense). The
T resultingg engineerin
ng
sstrain rate-strrain curves are
a shown inn Figures 39
9 (b), 40 (b) and 41 (b). Case II hav
ve
ssmaller enginneering strain rate than C
Case VI at th
he same eng
gineering straain during th
he
uuniaxial tenssion tests at all
a cross heaad speeds. In
n Case VI, th
herefore, thee grip velocitty
bboundary connditions werre iterativelyy modified with
w higher values
v
than tthe constants.
T
The hardeninng curve of Case
C
II and V
VI were also calibrated ass shown in FFigure 38 witth
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sslightly highher hardenin
ng curve in Case II thaan Case VI because thee engineerin
ng
((therefore, trrue) strain raate of Case III is lower, while
w
the ratee sensitivity for the creeep
rresults was not calibrated here. Duuring the crreep test sim
mulations, looad boundarry
cconditions were
w iterativelly calibratedd under the alll conditions (; i.e., durinng the uniaxiaal
ttension tests,, as previous steps, the enngineering sttrain amountts of every 00.05 from 0.15
tto 0.3 at the cross head sp
peeds of 0.005 and 0.5mm
m/s and every
y 0.05 from 0.1 to 0.25 at
a
tthe cross heaad speeds of 5.0mm/s weere considereed) as shown
n in Figures 39 (a), 40 (aa)
aand 41 (a). The
T resulting engineeringg strain-time curves of the creep testss are shown in
i
F
Figures 39 (c),
(
40 (c) and 41 (c). Abruptly in
ncreasing strain behavioors are mucch
ddelayed in Case
C
II, becaause, of whiich initial slopes are ideentical to thee engineerin
ng
sstrain rates riight before th
he uniaxial teension tests finish,
f
as discussed in Seection 3.2

F
Figure 38 Coomparison off the hardeninng curves (C
Case II and VI)
V
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(a)

(b)
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(c)
F
Figure 39 Thhe grip veloccity calibratioon effect (Caase II and VI) on the creeep results att
00.05mm/s: (aa) engineerin
ng stress-straain curves du
uring the ten
nsion and creeep tests, (b))
eengineering strain rate-sttrain curves during the tension test, (c) engineeering strain-ttime curves during
d
the creep test

(a)
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(b)

(c)
F
Figure 40 Thhe grip veloccity calibratioon effect (Caase II and VI) on the creeep results att
00.5mm/s: (a)) engineering
g stress-straiin curves du
uring the tenssion and creeep tests, (b))
eengineering strain rate-sttrain curves during the tension test, (c) engineeering strain-ttime curves during
d
the creep test
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(a)

(b)
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(c)
F
Figure 41 Thhe grip veloccity calibratioon effect (Caase II and VI) on the creeep results att
55.0mm/s: (a)) engineering
g stress-straiin curves du
uring the tenssion and creeep tests, (b))
eengineering strain rate-sttrain curves during the tension test, (c) engineeering strain-ttime curves during
d
the creep test

55.3 Load calibratio
c
on effect
A
As for the caalibration efffect of the looad boundary
y condition during
d
the creeep test, Casse
IIII and VI were compareed as shown in Figures 42, 43 and 44
4. Case III w
were simulateed
uunder the connstant load boundary
b
connditions utilizzing the load
d values when
en the uniaxiaal
ttension tests finish (even though, nott in a real sen
nse). The ressulting enginneering stressssstrain curvess are shown
n in Figures 39 (a), 40 (a) and 41 (a). Case IIII have lageer
eengineering stress (or fo
orce) values than Case VI
V during alll creep tests . In Case VI,
V
ttherefore, thee force bound
dary conditioons were iterratively alterred with loweer values thaan
tthe constantss in Case III, while thhe rate sensiitivity for th
he creep ressults was no
ot
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calibrated here. In an addition, the same calibrated hardening curves were utilized for
Case III and VI because all conditions including the grip velocity are identical during
the uniaxial tension test as shown in Figures 42 (b), 43 (b) and 44 (b). The resulting
engineering strain-time curves during the creep tests are shown in Figures 42 (c), 43 (c)
and 44 (c). The engineering strains increase faster in Case III than VI and its degrees
are much severe as the cross head speeds during the uniaxial tension tests becomes
faster with higher fore difference between Case III and VI.
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(a)

(b)
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(c)
F
Figure 42 Thhe load veloccity calibratioon effect (Caase III and VI)
V on the creeep results att
00.05mm/s: (aa) engineerin
ng stress-straain curves du
uring the ten
nsion and creeep tests, (b))
eengineering strain rate-sttrain curves during the tension test, (c) engineeering strain-ttime curves during
d
the creep test
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(a)

(b)
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(c)
F
Figure 43 Thhe load veloccity calibratioon effect (Caase III and VI)
V on the creeep results att
00.5mm/s: (a)) engineering
g stress-straiin curves du
uring the tenssion and creeep tests, (b))
eengineering strain rate-sttrain curves during the tension test, (c) engineeering strain-ttime curves during
d
the creep test
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(a)

(b)
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(c)
F
Figure 44 Thhe load calibrration effect (Case III and
d VI) on the creep resultss at 5.0mm/ss:
((a) engineerinng stress-straain curves duuring the ten
nsion and creeep tests, (b) engineering
g
sstrain rate-sttrain curves during the tension test,, (c) engineering strain--time curvess
dduring the creep test

55.4 Strain
n-rate sensitivity caalibration
n effect
F
For the calibbration effecct of the straain-rate senssitivity law, Case IV, V and VI werre
cconsidered here.
h
The linear and pow
wer law rate sensitivities were utilizeed in Case IV
V
aand V, respecctively, whilee Eq. (2.4.199) with the piecewise
p
co
onstant r3 w
was taken intto
aaccount in Case
C
VI. Caase IV and V have ju
ust one parameter for thhe strain-ratte
ssensitivity law. And Casee VI has onee more param
meter to characterize thann Case IV an
nd
V so that there is some ro
oom for imprrovement in matching with the creepp experiments.
A
All Cases weere calibrated
d based on thhe developed
d inverse chaaracterizationn method, bu
ut
IIn Case IV and
a V, the en
ngineering sstrain-time cu
urves during
g the creep ttests were no
ot
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included because it is not possible to comply with the experimental results. The
resulting parameters for the calibrated hardening laws and strain-rate sensitivity laws
are listed in Tables 5 and 6. In Figure 45 (a), the hardening curves at the lowest two
strain rates, 0.00104/s and 0.0106/s, are similar in Case V and VI, while that in Case IV
is slightly higher. The hardening curve in Case VI at the highest strain rate, 0.11/s, has
the lowest value in the moderate effective strain range, but eventually that in Case V
becomes lowest, while that in Case V is always highest. The difference of the
hardening curves becomes larger as the effective strain rate increases. The reason is
that the increasing rate of the engineering strain rate during the uniaxial tension test is
more rapid at the higher cross head speed. Figure 45 (b) show an example case with

 A =100MPa at 0.001/s and  B =120MPa at 0.01/s to demonstrate the difference of
the strain-rate sensitivity laws. At the lowest strain rate with r3 of 0.17, the new law
is placed in-between the linear and power law rate sensitivities. At the highest two
strain rate with r3 of 0.06 and 0.05, the new law goes beyond the power law rate
sensitivity. The engineering stress-strain curves of the uniaxial tension and creep test
simulations are well calibrated to match with the experiments and also the engineering
strain rate-strain curves during the uniaxial tension tests are as shown in Figures 46, 47
and 48. The parameter for the new strain-rate sensitivity law is adjusted to comply with
the experiments as much as possible, showing the best prediction among the three laws
as shown in Figures 46 (c), 47 (c) and 48 (c)
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New (r2=1, piecewise constant r3)
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0
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Effective stress (MPa)
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120
115
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Linear
Power
New (r2=1, r3=0.17)
New (r2=1, r3=0.06)
New (r2=1, r3=0.05)
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100
95
0.002

0.004

0.006

0.008

0.010

Effective strain rate

(b)
Figure 45 Comparison of the hardening curves (Case IV, V and VI) with respect to the
effective strain (a) and the effective strain rate (b)
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(a)

(b)
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(c)
F
Figure 46 Thhe strain-ratte sensitivityy calibration effect (Case IV, V andd VI) on thee
ccreep results at 0.05mm/s: (a) engineeering stress--strain curvees during thee tension and
d
ccreep tests, (b) engineeering strain rate-strain curves
c
durin
ng the tensiion test, (c))
eengineering strain-time
s
cu
urves duringg the creep teest
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(a)

(b)

103

(c)
F
Figure 47 Thhe strain-ratte sensitivityy calibration effect (Case IV, V andd VI) on thee
ccreep results at 0.5mm/s: (a) engineeering stress-strain curvess during the tension and
d
ccreep tests, (b) engineeering strain rate-strain curves
c
durin
ng the tensiion test, (c))
eengineering strain-time
s
cu
urves duringg the creep teest
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(a)

(b)
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(c)
F
Figure 48 Thhe strain-ratte sensitivityy calibration effect (Case IV, V andd VI) on thee
ccreep results at 5.0mm/s: (a) engineeering stress-strain curvess during the tension and
d
ccreep tests, (b) engineeering strain rate-strain curves
c
durin
ng the tensiion test, (c))
eengineering strain-time
s
cu
urves duringg the creep teest
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Chapter 6. Conclusions
Firstly, in order to investigate the effect of material and process parameters on the
creep strain behaviors, the analytical solutions under the constant stress and force
conditions at the simple tension mode were derived and their parametric study was
conducted. Also, for validation of the analytical method, the one element simulations
with ABAQUS/Explicit and Implicit codes were simulated. It was found out that the
hardening behavior and the strain-rate sensitivity as well as grip velocity and load
boundary conditions have an effect on the creep strain behaviors. The inverse
characterization method, therefore, considering all those factors was developed based
on the uniaxial tension and creep tests. The method was applied to an AZ61 Mg alloy
plate with the 3.0mm thickness at the elevated temperature, 200 C , performing both
tests with the newly designed specimen under the various conditions. Its basic
mechanical properties, as a first trial for the inverse characterization, were
characterized from the experimental results before UTS. As for anisotropy, the
Hill1948 yield and potential functions in a framework of the non-associated flow rule
were utilized in this work. In order to predict the hardening behavior, the extended
version of the Voce type hardening law multiplied by the softening function was
considered. Further, the 2 parameter’s strain-rate sensitivity law was applied, also with
the linear and power law rate sensitivity law for a comparison purpose. In real creep
test simulations, the hardening behaviors with the softening and the strain-rate
sensitivity were successfully characterized and the calibrated result considering all
those factors show the best prediction.
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초

록

상온에서 취약한 성형성을 갖는 금속 판재의 경우 성형성을 향상시키기
위해 온간에서 제품을 제작한다. 이러한 온간 성형에서는 연화 거동과
변형도 속도 민감성을 제대로 반영하여 경화 거동을 물성화하는 것이
필요하다. 하지만 기존의 일축인장 시험만으로 연화 거동과 변형도 속도
민감성의 영향을 나누어 유일한 경화 거동을 구하는 것에 한계가 있다.
따라서 본 연구에서는 일축인장 시험뿐만 아니라 크리프 시험을 수행하여
이를 기반으로 연화 거동과 변형도 속도 민감성을 고려한 경화 거동을
물성화하는 역보정 기법을 개발하였다. 그리고 개발된 역보정 기법을
온간에서의 마그네슘 AZ61 판재에 적용하여 경화 거동을 물성화하였다.
또한, 물성 및 공정 변수가 크리프 결과에 미치는 영향에 대해 알아보기
위해, 균일 변형 조건에서의 해석해를 구하였으며, 이를 기반으로 매개변수
연구를 수행하였다.

주요어: 마그네슘 합금 판재, 연화 거동, 크리프 시험, 변형도속도 민감성,
역보정기법
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